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Pocket PC Network ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2003
Pocket PC Network Programming is  the resource developers need to exploit the power of mobile technology and  high-speed wireless connections. This book is a comprehensive tutorial and  reference for writing network applications on Pocket PC 2002 and Pocket PC 2002  Phone Edition devices. It...
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VoIP Service Quality : Measuring and Evaluating Packet-Switched VoiceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
VoIP SAVINGS AND FLEXIBILITY! TELEPHONE-LINE QUALITY?
 Despite the features that make Voice over IP so attractive from the standpoint of cost and flexibility of telephone services, businesses will only adopt it once they’ve determined whether, and under what circumstances, the quality of VoIP will be satisfactory to...
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Implementing Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Part 1 (CIPT1) (Authorized Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Professional certifications have been an important part of the computing industry for many years and will continue to become more important. Many reasons exist for these certifications, but the most popularly cited reason is that of credibility. All other considerations held equal, the certified employee/consultant/job candidate is considered more...
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Networking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Company just hooked you up to a network and you’re wondering what the heck you’re supposed to do with it? Tired of burning spreadsheets onto CDs just so you can share them with coworkers, and you’re wondering what it’ll take to set up a network in your organization? Been tasked with setting up a network and you don’t...
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DSP for In-Vehicle and Mobile SystemsSpringer, 2004
DSP for In-Vehicle and Mobile Systems is focused on digital signal processing strategies for improving information access, command and control, and communications for in-vehicle environments. It is expected that the next generation of human-to-vehicle interfaces will incorporate speech, video/image, and wireless communication modalities to provide...
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Building a Cisco Wireless LANSyngress Publishing, 2002
Wireless LAN (Wi-Fi) technology is significantly more complex than cordless telephony; loss, coverage, and bandwidth requirements are much more stringent and the proliferation of wireless LANs in corporate environments has resulted in interesting security challenges. IEEE 802.11-based products offered by Cisco Systems have quickly become one of the...
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The IMS: IP Multimedia Concepts and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The 3rd edition of this highly successful text builds on the achievement of the first two editions to provide comprehensive coverage of IMS. It continues to explore the concepts, architecture, protocols and functionalities of IMS while providing a wealth of new and updated information. It is written in a manner that allows readers to...
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Digital Telephony (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2000
From the reviews of the Second Edition ... 


"The book stresses how systems operate and the rationale behind their design, rather than presenting rigorous analytical formulations ... [It provides] the practicality and breadth essential to mastering the concepts of modern communications systems." -Telecommunication Journal...
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Smarty PHP Template Programming And ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2006
A step-by-step guide to building PHP web sites and applications using the Smarty templating engine
 - Bring the benefits of Smarty to your PHP programming
 -Give your designers the power to modify content and layout without PHP programming
 -Produce code that is easier to debug, maintain, and modify
 -Useful for both Smarty...
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Managing Mobile Services: Technologies and Business PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
New, attractive services for communications systems are versatile and promise to make the next generation of communications a success. Yet, as the systems grow more complex and diverse, so do the challenges of managing them.
    Service management derives from technologies used in fixed telephony systems and has evolved towards...
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Management of Speech and Video Telephony Quality in Heterogeneous Wireless Networks (T-Labs Series in Telecommunication Services)Springer, 2013

	This book shows how networking research and quality engineering can be combined to successfully manage the transmission quality when speech and video telephony is delivered in heterogeneous wireless networks. Nomadic use of services requires intelligent management of ongoing transmission, and to make the best of available resources many...
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Newton's Telecom Dictionary: Covering Telecommunications, Networking, Information Technology, Computing and the Internet (20th Edition)CMP Books, 2004
Newton's Telecom Dictionary helps technology and business professionals stay on top of the ever-changing network, telecom, and IT industry. The tech industry hype has cooled dramatically, but nonetheless new telecom and networking technology and services continue to be adopted at a rapid pace, and new terms and acronyms sprout just as...
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